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INTRODUCTION

Vocational education in agriculture has for its primary aim:
"To train present and prospective farmers for proficiency in farming. 11
(2) Proficiency in modern farming necessarily includes considerable
work with tools and equipment.

Any

comprehensive plan for farmer train-

ing must provide opportunity for the development of such abilities involving the use of mechanics that are essential to successful farm
management and operation.
Among the contributing objectives of vocational education in agriculture, the two following items indicate the general nature arrl emphasis upon this phase of the training program:
To select and purchase suitable materials and supplies for
improvement .
To perform appropriate economical improvement activities.
These general objectives have guided the writer in the selection
'

and organization of the materials in this the sis.

Guiding principles

have been developed; useful infonnation and facts have been presented;
plans fort he development of necessary skills have been suggested;
the encouragement of desirable ideals and attitudes has been recommended,

all to the end that the farmer-student will be more intelligently

prepared to handle the tools and equipment needed to per:f orm the necessary mechanical activities of the farm and home.
Improvement problems of the. farmer are too numerous and diversified for all to be treated in detail within the limits of one investigations

Consequently, considerable time and effort have been used in

selecting suitable materials to cover the ma.ey improvement activities
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most common on the farm.

For practical use in teaching, a paper cover-

ing a variety of activities such as this, has certain advantages over a

series of several books which give more specialized and intensive treatment.

It becomes necessary, the refore, to include certain jobs and pro-

jects 'Which are typical of a large group of somewhat similar related
activities.

The principles and procedures learned on these type acti-

vities can be adapted readily to meet the needs of particular similar
problems.
It is hoped that this thesis would lend itself well as a basis for
any of the usual types of improvement problems.

Since the bulk of the

activities treated are those growing out of, and constituting a part of,
the supervised farming program, it would be suitable for the activities
in which the shop work is taught in connect:i,on with other farm enter-

prises.

If separate Agricultural Engineering courses are offered, the

subject matter) jobs and projects, are of sufficient scope for a shop
and reference material.
An effort has been made to present the material in teachable form.

It has been broken up into many units for greater convenience in teaching.

The lessons are built around the doing of important farm jobs and

activities for econoll\Y and efficiency in learning.

Each important unit

is preceded by suggested questions to be used by the teacher as a basis
for assignment and for the purpose of stimulating interest and to develop a

11

feeling of need 11 on the part of the student for the lesson to

be undertaken.

The steps involved in doing various jobs and projects

are largely itemized, hence, may easily be set up in "job sheet" form
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if desired.
Most of the materials and procedures outlined in this thesis have
been used by the teachers in teaching Agricultural Engineering courses.
During recent years there have been maey new developments in home
improvements.

These developments have resulted in an increased empha-

sis on numerous phases of agricultural engj.neering and the addition of
a number of other phases or areas of training.

Special significance

has been placed on home improvement activities in connection with the
farm management program.
The importance of farmers keeping their farm buildings in a desirable state of repair has developed an appreciation of, and a need
for, home-farm shops.

This has resulted in many farmers establishing

home-farm shops or securing additional tools and equipment for their
present shops.

In some communities there has developed a need for

cotmnunity workshops which has resulted in the establishment of such
for farmers.
Greater attention has been given to instruction for young farmers
and adult farmers than ever before.

Consequently a farm shop course

is needed which would be complete enough to include all the new developments in farm mechanics and provide suitable training for the development of needed abilities of all-day, young farmers and adult farmer
classes in farm mechanics.

other suggestions have been drawn from the

various sources listed at the end of this thesis for which acknowledgment is made.
According to Carter ( 1) farm buildings are classed separately from
other kinds and types of structures, mainly because they are attached to
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or connected with a farm, ranch., or plantation.

Most farm building pro-

blems and their solution are affected by this close relationship of a
farming.

A diversity of structures is needed to meet the requirements

of systems of farming., kinds of livestock, variety of crops, economic
resoi.rees, and conditions imposed by locality and climate.
One of the greatest concerns of the present day farmer is that of
securing and using buildings that meet production needs, contribute to
efficiency, safeguard animals, equipment, and crops and maintain or improve the quality of products.

Three factors to consider in the problem

are (1) adapting existing buildings to changing needs (2) developing
new structures to meet current requirements; and (3) anticipating future
demands.

Buildings can be justified only if they contribute to effect-

ive, profitable production.
Farm buildings should make three distinct provisions: (1) improve
standards of living and working; (2) security for the future; and (3)
pride and satisfaction of ownership.
The most important building in the farmstead should be the dwelling since it is the home of the operator and his family and was bought
from earnings and savings as an investment in comfort.

One usual]y

thinks of the buildings of the farmstead as a means by which the
character of the farm operator

lI1ey'

be judged, not because of the amount

spent to support the buildings, but because they are well planned, suitable and economical for effective operation.
Stewart

0.4)

states that an agricultural engineer is one who devises

and utilizes machinery for multipl;ring man's power in the agricultural
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industry., which is the industry engaged in the production of raw
materials used for food., shelter, and clothing.

Agricultural engin-

eering had its beginning as a department of fann mechanics in agricultural colleges.

It is still closely allied with agricultural educa-

tion., and in many colleges the department of Agricultural Engineering
is administered jointly by the deans of Agriculture and Engineering.
This dual relationship and responsibility has posed many problems of
curriculum content and organization as the department has moved forward
in its program to achieve recognition as a professional engineering
department.

By 1954 it had been accredited by the Engineers Council

for Professional Developnent in 24 colleges of the country•
As stated in the 1957 Yearbook of Agricultural Engineering (~,

45 colleges and universities offer courses in Agricultural Engineering.
25

of these colleges and universities have accredited curriculums,

while 39 of these 45 colleges and lllliversities have student branch
organizations.
Th~ application of engineering methods in agriculture, often referred to as mechanization, has brought immeasurable benefits.
these are:

Among

(1) increased productive capacity of the farm worker, (2)

change of the character of labor on the farm, (3) aid in shortening
the average length of the working day,

(4)

contribution to the comfort,

health, and convenience of farm life, (5) sharp reduction of women as
laborers in the field.
Three notable milestones in the mechanization process have been
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Eli Whitney I s cotten gin, which made a change in the processing or manufacturing of a product already harvested; McCormick•s mowing machine,
\olhich was the first machine with moving parts that moved in a field;
McCormick's harvester, ..nich carried the grain until a sheaf had accumulated, then bound it and kicked it off.

These machines released

men from hand labor with scythes and rakes.
The next and perhaps the greatest advance in the application of
power to the farm has followed the development, adaptation, and quantity production of the internal combustion engine, first the gasoline
engine and later the diesel engine.

Here the source of power is the

fuel which runs the engine which, in turn, propels the machine over
the ground and, at the. same time, furnishes power to do the work of
picking corn, baling hay, threshing grain, and many other operations.
It is obvious that the credit for these mechanical developments
must be shared by many engineers, manufacturers, farmers, implement ·
dealers, and others.

Also, there is a fairly clear line between the

interests and functions of the agricultural and mechanical engineers
in this development.

The latter is concerned with development, design

manufacturing, and applications to uses that are primarily industrial.
The agricultural engineer is interested in those phases of development
and design that relates to the application of power to agricultural
uses,.

Generally, the actual manufacturing processes are handled by

mechanical engineers,.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY
This thesis is prepared in an attempt to bring to the farmers of
Ball High School Comm.unity, Seguin, Texas the application of the most
recent methods of home and farm improvement through the use of AgriculThe facts presented and methods suggested all bear

tural Engineering.

a very direct and useful relationship to the Mechanical problem& confronting the farmers of the

comm.unity.

For the past year, as a resident of the community, and as teacher
of vocational agriculture, the writer has been aware of the existence
of certain shortcomings in the present program of Agricultural Engineering in the connnunity.

As teacher of vocational agriculture, the writer

was allowed a free hand which gave him direct contact with the aforementioned problems in the community.

The Agricultural Engineering work

in this community is centered a round home construction.

Little or no

.,

attempt is or has been made to improve the outbuildings or equipment.
The teachers of vocational agriculture of the Seguin Independent School
system made several attempts to utilize the modern equipment and tools
which have been placed at their disposal.

The amount of approximately

$2500.00 was spent in repairing the school shop in the Ball High School
community and beying new tools and equipment for the shop.
The present world situation has increased the demand for Agricultural
Engineering principles.

With the increased production demands and an

abundance of farm machinery made idle by loss of manpower, there must be
a shift nade to utilize the machinery to the best advantage.

The limita-

tions placed on the manufactm-e of farm machinery which are recovering
from the production of the weapons of war has made it neces-
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sary that farmers do more to keep their machinery in repair.

Training

in the efficient handling of these new types of ma.chines is imperative.
Too, the manpower shortage makes it necessary for the farmer to do much
of his own repair work, rather than rely upon men who can "fix things."

During the present period in which we live one can readily see
the continued use of modern machinery, increased modernization of farm
homes, and nationwide rural electrification.

The farmer of the future

must be trained in these new processes.
With this in mind, it becomes necessary for the purpose of this
investigation to organize or set up a program of Agricultural Engineering that will fulfill the immediate needs of the Farmers in the Ball

High School Conmrunity.
SCOPE OF STUDY
This investigation covers the needs of thirty (30) farmers located
in the Ball High School Community, Seguin, Guadalupe County, Texas.
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SOURCES AND MEI'HODS OF OBTAINING DATA

All facts and information contained in this investigation were
obtained by a personal visit in the form of an interview, to the farms
in question.

During the course of the conversation with these farmers,

the following information was secured: (1) Kind of farm; (2) Farm
equipment;

(3) Farm

tools and implements;

(4)

Farm Home conveniences,

and ( 5) Important Agricultural Engineering jobs that had been accomplished in the past few years in helping to improve his farming program.

Another source of information was the use of references and textbooks and other publications listed to aid in the formation of a suggested program to meet the needs of the farmers.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
For a better understanding of this investigation, it seems feasible to define certain terms as used throughout this report.
Farm Mechanics, which includes all of the unspecialized mechanical activities that should be done on the farm and in the home with the
kinds of tools and equipment the farmer has accessible, such as farm
woodwork, home conveniences, forge work, motor work; soldering, harness
repair, rope work, farm machinery, belt work, and concrete.
Farm Machinery, is the mechanical equipment of the farmstead and
field from water pumps to tractors.
Farm F,quipment, includes such items as feed grinders, etc.
Agricultural ·Engineering,

is the utilization of machinery for

multiplying ma.n's power in the production, processing, and marketing
of raw materials used for food, shelter, and clothing.
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CRITERIA
In an effort to anacy~e the data secured in these inquiries for

the purpose of formulating courses, adequatly planned to meet the
farmer's needs, it became necessary to devise a schedule of procedure
as a guide.
To determine the approach for setting up a course of study in
Agricultural :Engineering based on the need of the 30 sunnnarized inquiries, the following information was sought.
A.

Fields of Agricultural Engineering.

B..

Characteristics of Agricultural Engineers.

c.

Professional Organizations for Agricultural Engineers.

D.

General Trends in Agricultural Engineering.

E.

The Appropri~teness of the Skill or Knowledge to the Farmer's
Style of Farming.

F.

The Desirability qf the Farmer to use Skill.

G.

Nature arrl Characteristics of Farmer's Equipment.

A.

Fields of Agricultural Engineering

The fields of specialization of agricultural engineering departments for purposes of optional undergraduate work, graduate work, research, field service, etc., are divided into Farm Power and Machinery;,
Farm Structures, Rural Electrification, Soil and Water Conservation,
Farm Shop Work, and Processing Farm Products.
In many curriculums a group of technical electives is designated
for students who wish to specialize in one of these areas.
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1.

Farm Power and Machinery.

Courses in preparation for

this option include Kinematics, Machine Analysis, Design of Machine
Elements, and Agricultural Machinery Design.

Those who work in this

field are engaged in the design of machines, and the selection and
efficient application of power to the farm through various pieces of
mechanical equipment, as well as the sale and servicing of these implements.

The annual bill for the purchase of farm machinery is large,

and the depreciation is rapid.

Companies that manufacture and sell

farm equipment employ agricultural engineers to work with the sellers
and users of this equipment to improve the product and its service to
lengthen its life.
2.

Farm Structures.

Courses in preparation for this option

include Heat Transfer, Refrigeration and ~ir Conditioning, and Elements
of Structures.

Work includes the planning and construction of farm

buildings, and providing the water, light, heat, sewage disposal, and
ventilating systems for these buildings and related farm operations.
Timber, concrete, steel, aluminum, and other materials in new and improved designs are in use on the farm for houses, bams, hog houses,
chicken coops, and other buildings.

Water from wells and farm ponds

is piped into the house, barn, and feed lot.

of in sanitary septic tanks.

Sewage must be disposed
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3. Rural Electrification. Courses for this option are similar to those for the Farm Structure option with Application of Electronics replacing Elements of Structures.

Perhaps the most striking

change in farm living has come about through increased use of electricity•

Agricultural engineers who work on rural electrification have

the task of utilizing this power effectively in the rural community.

4.

Soil and Water Conservation. Special courses in this

area are Design of Soil and Water Conservation Facilities, Soil Conservation and Erosion Control, and Soil Ehgineering.

The work in-

cludes drainage, irrigation, land clearing, erosion control, and the
necessary surveying.

This activity of agricultural engineers has re-

ceived. nationwide impetus and publicity during the last twenty-five
years~

We must conserve our natural resources, and soil and water are

two of the most important.

Toiployment in this field is largely by the

state and federal governments.

5. Farm Shop. Special courses for this option include the
Identification, Use and Care of Shop Tools and Equipment, Woodworking
and Farm Carpentry, Painting, Refinishing and Glazing, Welding, Hot
and Cold Metal Work, Sheet Metal Work, and Rope and Leather Work.
The many related activities in these areas mentioned can be used as
teaching plans for the all-day, young farmer, and adult classes.

6. Processing Farm Products.

Courses and activities in

this field are a continuation of those already mentioned and are included in the regular teaching plan.
B.

Characteristics of Agricultural Engineers.
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The young man who plans to make agricultural engineering his
career should possess the following specific characteristics, in addition to those listed for all engineers: (1) a definite interest in
farm life and sympathetic understanding of agricultural problems; (2)
an interest in and liking for courses in agriculture; (3) a preference
for the experimental and practical aspects of engineering rather than
the theoretical and technical, because in the applications of power
to the farm there is much that is

11

cut and try"; (4) a liking for out-

door life on the farm, because agricultural engineers will find their
work close to the farm whether it be with machinery, structures, rural
electrification, or soil and water conservation.
C.

Professional Organization for Agricultural Engineers

The American Society of Agricultural Engineers is the professional
organization for agricultural engineers.
constitution are:

11

Its objects as given in the

To promote the science am art of engineering as

applied to Agriculture; to encourage original research; to foster
agricultural engineering; to advance the standards of agricultural engineer:;.ng; to promote the intercourse of agricultural engineers among
themselves and with allied technologists; to encourage the professional
improvement of its members; and severa~ and in cooperation with related groups broaden the usefulness of agricultural engineering. 11
The lowest grade of membership is Junior for which the qualifications are:

11

Graduate of a professional agricultural enginnering

course from a school of accepted standing, or one who has equivalent
attainments."
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There is provision for student branches:

11

A student member shall

be a student regularly enrolled and pursuing an approved agricultural
engineering curriculum in a school of accepted standing."
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D.
Engineerip,g.

General Trends in Agriculture in Relation to Agricultural

A report on a survey of machines in "Technology on the Farm" &P)

revealed:

"The number of new devices and machines invented since

1900 is impressive, but just as impressive are the improvements through

better design and mate~ial to fit equipment to particular tasks and
crops, and to

make it

safer, easier to operate, and more durable, effi-

cient, convenient, and comfortable.
These inventions and discoveries come in waves; a key practice
or device can unlock marzy- related developments.

We can, therefore,

expect more machines, and improvements ·of what we have now.

Perhaps

an existing machine will gain significance with passing years and lead

to

maey

more developments.

These

may

be of three primary ld.nds: those

with equipment for gathering and processing low value crops chiefly
for industrial uses; those that fit crops (as in the case of hybrid
corn and cotton) to machines, instead of machines to crops; and those
that carry out the trend of giving farmers more specialized implements. 11

E. The Appropriateness of the skill or Knowledge to the
Farmer's Style of Farming.
When making a course of study in agricultural engineering the
question natura.lJ.y arises, "What jobs are appropriate for the type of
farming practiced?"
Lattig (9) states that:

11

The relative importanc·e of the jobs to

be taught in farm mechanics depends quite large]y upon the types of
farming in the community the same principles, of course, which applies
to selection of jobs in livestock and crop studies.

There is this
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difference, however.

In ll1al'\Y enterprises such as care and repair of

hand tools, harness repair, blacksmithing and auto mechanics, the jobs
are quite similar in all parts of the country.

Furthermore the tools

used in doing these jobs are almost identical in any two districts.
In otherwords, each boy can profit by acquiring certain skills in

these enterprises, provided he follows the vocation of farming.

The

instructor is ~hen assured in the beginning that he will need to teach
his students to ,sharpen and repair hand tools, to make wood appliances,

to do sane blacksmithing, etc. His problem resolves itself into selecting the kind of jobs in which these skills will be used.

He should re-

alize at the outset ~hat much of the work deals with overhauling and
construction. 11

F.

Desirability of Farmer to use Skills.

In determining farm mechanic jobs to be taught certain criteria

of selection should be considered.
Sharp (u) states that:

11

In the first place the project must be

to actual life conditions or practical, second, it must be interesting
to the boy, third, it must be a clear and definite job to be done or
object to be ma.de, fourth, it must be of proper scope and difficulty,
fifth, it must make the boy do

some

real thinking. 11

When a farmer, or any one else, is considering doing a certain
job, he considers the following points.
1.

Will it save time?

2.

Will it save money?

3. Will it save labor?
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4. Will it give me a feeling of satisfaction?
5. Does it require too much equipment?

6. Is it too difficult for me to do?
G,

Nature and Characteristics of the Farmer's Ffluipment

During the twentieth century, the investment in machinery with

American farmers has increased rapidly.
According to a United States Census Report (7P) on Farm Machinery
values from 1900 to 1940 revealed that more machinery is being used by
American farmers .

Beginning with 1900, the total values of farm

machinery on farms reporting increased from approximately three-fourth
billion to over three billion dollars in 1940.

The greatest increase

was from 1910 to 1920 which was a ratio of 1 to 3, but t~e year 1930
shows that the value of farm machinery was more than one-fourth billion
dollars greater than it was in 1940.

Although there is no record avail-

able for individual farms in the census report for 1910 to 1920.

How-

ever, the average value per farm reporting for 19.30 to 1940 -was $597. 00
and $610. 00 respectively .
The present ownership of farm machinery by the 30 farmers, the
trend toward ownership, and the high percentage of operators together
justify the inclusion of operation, care, and repair of farm machinery
in the pr ogram.

CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION OF DATA
According to observation, over a period of years there has been
a comparativezy rapid increase in the amount of farm machinery purchased by the farmers in this community.

It becomes necessary, there-

fore, to include in a program of study proper care, and operation of
farm machinery.

In attempting to breakdown and understand all information contained in this investigation, one should consider it from the following
points:
1.

Types of farming carried in the community.

2.

Modern home conveniences in the community.

3. Various types of farm machinery in the community.
'lypes of Farming Carried on in Comnunity and Status of Operators
Farming in this community is on a general basis.

The major

source of income is from the sale of crops, swine, beef, poultry, and
to some extent from the sale of dairy products.

23 of these 30 farmers

are farm owners, with farms ranging from 10 acres to 500 acres.

Their

income in some instances is supplemented during the idle season, by
work as public laborers (skilled and unskilled) in arrey- camps, steel
mills, feed mills, and others.

With these incomes,

many

farmers of

this group have (1) constructed and furnished new homes (2) repaired
homes, and (3) bought additional machinery.

18
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A.

Criteria and Anaiysis of Interpretation of Data.

In order to analyze and interpret the data found in the survey,
a guide for the organization and classification of materials was set
up to include:
1.

Distribution of Agricultural Engineering jobs which were

performed on the basis of interest, importance, and required skill.
2.

Types of farming and farm temn-e

3. Distribution of Home Conveniences on 30 Farm in
Guadalupe County, Texas.
4. Distribution of Farm Tools of 30 Farmers in Guadalupe
County, Texas.

5. Distribution of Farm Machinery and :Equipment of 30
Farmers in Guadalupe County, Texas.
Distribution of Agricultural :Engineering jobs which were performed on the basis of interest, importance, and required skills.
Sharp (sp) pointed out that only the best and most interested
farmers would place emphasis on courses to be taught in farm ma.chinery
involving modern improved farm machinery and modern home conveniences
for the future of the farm youth of America.

He also shows in his

study that courses are often justifiable even though less than onethird of the farmers included in a survey express a need for that
type of training.
Table I shows that 18 of the 30 farmers raised grain; 25 raised
dairy cattle; 30 raised livestock for market; 23 raised poultry, and
8 grew fruit.

Over two thirds of the .30 farmers are farm owners.

This fact is important, for owners are usually more concerned a bout

maintenance of their farms than renters in modernizing their farms and
farm homes, which according to Lattig (9 ) determines the relative importance of a job in a community.

TABLE I
Type of Farming Done by

30 Farmers in Guadalupe County,

Texas.
Kind of Farm

Number

Grain

18

Dairying

25

Ll.vestock production

30

Poultry production

23

Fruit

8

Distribution of Home Conveniences of 30 Farmers in Guadalupe
County, Texas

TABLE II
Kind of Convenience
Pressure water system
Sewage

Number
10

3

Electricity

27

Gas

20

Table II shows that 1/3 of the farmers surveyed have pressure
water s,ystems; 1/10 have sewage disposal; 9/10 use electricity and 2/3
use gas.
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According to 1940 census, Beal QP) states that: "Several reasons
might be advanced to explain why only 10 percent of the nations farmers
purchase electricity.

These are: (1) the lack of interest by operating

companies in rural electrification, (2) high cost of line construction
because of expensive type of line used, (3) onerous restrictions covering live extensions and (4) high rates .

In comparing the number of farmers on a national basis who receive
these services with the 30 farmers studied it is shown that a higher
percentage of this group have electrical power than the average for
the nation.
Davis (5) points out that the first essential for good health is
an adequate, clean and pure water supply, but the carrying of water

from the well to the house in a pail does not contribute to good health.
Distribution of Farm Tools of 30 Farmers in Guadalupe
County, Texas

Jobs for which
Tool and Eguipment

30

Table III
Farmers have adeguate Tools and fAuipment
Number

Rough woodworking

21

Finished woodworking

10

Cold metal work

5

Blacksmithing

3

Pipe fitting

8

Soldering

1

Welding (Acetylene)

l

Concrete

9

Most of the farmers surveyed have tools for unskilled or semi-skilled woodworking.

Intermediate jobs for which tools are available, such

as carpentry, rough woodworking, finished woodworking , concrete work,
and pipe fitting .
The survey showed that 24 of the 30 farmers were general farmers
and types of farming engaged in necessarily suggests that such jobs as
actual construction of concrete feed and watering troughs for livestock
and poultry might well be done .

Table III shows that 21 of the 30 farmers had adequate tools for
rough woodworking; 10 for finished woodworking; 5 of the 30 farmers had
adequate tools for cold metal work; 3 had tools for blacksmithing, S
had tools for pipe fitting; 1 had tools needed for soldering; 1 had
tools for gas welding, and 9 had tools needed for concrete work.
Distribution of Farm Machinery ~nd · Eguipment on
Guadaluoe County , Texas

30

Farms in

TABLE I.V
Machinery and Feuipment

Number

Automobile

12

Truck

10

Tractor

16

Electric motor

5

Farm Shop

1

Implement shed

5

Horses

lS

Wagons

12

Cultivating machines

22

Syrup mills

Mowers

1

10
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Table IV shows that cultivating machines, tractors, and automobiles
make up most of the machinery and equipment on the 30 farms visited.
It shows that transportation may be available in one of the following
ways (1) automobile (2) truck (3) horse and wagon (4) tractor*
Because of these modes of travel will necessitate repair of vehicles used, it appears that, according to Lattig: (9)

11

The farmer

should realize at the outset that much of the work deals with overhauling and construction.

Information of this and similar types should

be a guide in determining the kind of farm shop jobs to be included in
the vocational agriculture teacher's course outline for the particular
locality.

CHAPTER III
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTI1ENT AS IT
RELATES TO AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

The agricultural engineering phase of the_vocational agriculture
department is not as complete as it could be due to the shortage of
material and equipment, the lack of proper space and lack of needed
interests on the part of the farmers in the locality.
The instructor tries to meet the exact or irmnediate needs of all
farmers in the community.

These facts can be readily seen in the

class meetings and observation of lesson plans, long time programs,
and reports made by the instructor.
In this department, the following courses are offered:

Improving

livestock and poultry; soil conservation; disease control of poultry
and livestock; farm shop engineering; feeding livestock and poultry;
growing and harvesting crops; project record keeping; exhibits, fairs,
and contests; supervised practice program building.

The vocational

agriculture department also participates in conferences, contests,
joint activities with the NHA; NFA work both local and state; county,
state and other fairs and exhibits.
Agricultural engineering classes are started and carried on in this
order.

The students begin their courses by learning to identify and

use the tools.

This point has its shortcomings in that the students

seldom if ever learn the purposes and importance of farm shop.

It

should be the first duty of the instructor to inform beginning
students of the overall objectives of Agricultural engineering so that
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all subsequent activities may be understood as a purposeful activity.
An

initial over-all picture describing the whole field of agricultural

engineering is as important to the student as acquainting them with
the tools and equipment in the shops.
The second phase of learning consists of teaching the use of
tools found in the shop; for example, measuring accurately and sawing
a mark. According to Cook (3), the logical sequence of this learning
situation necessitates reorganization.. "Some of the things which should
be studied before actualJ.y beginning work in the shop are:
1.

A s tuczy- of classification of tools-knowing the connnon
kinds of tools and their uses.

2.

A study of common kinds of woods.

3. Some study of sketching.
4..

A study of hardward

Lectures or lessons in caring for tools and equipment in the shop
and precautions to be taken in handling tools should precede the actual
use of these things in a job sitU3.tion. 11
Some of the teaching plans show that the agricultural engineering
course content covers home conveniences, farm carpentry, farm tool re-

pair, and machinery maintenance to a limited degree.
The agricultural engineering teacher, who is also the instructor
of vocational agriculture, has only been in this situation less than
one year, and consequently, has not had an opportunity to use the
summer months for giving additional experience in work on special
home projects or jobs.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The farmers of this community have many unsolved problems which
are so varied that there is a need for an increased development of
skill.

Skill in any type of work not only requires experience but

proper training.
In view of the foregoing analysis of the needs of the 30 farmers
in this community and the related investigation of the present curriculum in the vocational agriculture department, the following conclusions
~e

made:
1.

There are two important factors to be considered in determin-

ing course offerings in agricultural engineering.

These are: (1) The

objectives of agricultural engineering instruction, and (2) The local
needs of farmers and farm youth living in the connnunity.
2.

Course offerings in agricultural engineering in this community

should include (1) Tool repair and maintenance, (2) Farm Drawings, (3)
Farm Carpentry, (4) Terracing and surveying, (5) Concrete work, (6)
Farm home conveniences, (7) Glazing., (8) Welding (9) Forge work, (10)
Farm machinery repair, (ll) Cold metal work, (12) Painting (13) Paper
hanging., and interior decorating, (14) Rural electrification., (15) Sheet
metal work.

3. In addition to the above inclusions sufficient time should
be allotted for coverage of subject matter which could produce a fair
degree of proficiency on the part of the farmers doing these jobs.

4. As stated

by G.

c.

Cook (2).,

11

it is believed from twenty to

fifty percent of the time of all teachers of v6cational agriculture
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should be .given to agricultural engineering courses."
Specific conclusions and recommendations are as follows:
1.

Agricultural engineering courses in the cormnunity should be

inclusive enough to afford adequate coverage of a general farming program.

2.

It is the duty of the teacher of vocational agriculture to keep

farmers and farm youth ever mindful of modern trends in agriculture with
emphasis upon home conveniences, mechanization in farming, improved
rural sanitation, rural electrification, heating, and soil conservation.

3. The present ownership of tractors by farmers, and trend toward
ownership, and the high percentage of operators, together justify the
inclusion of operation, upkeep and repair of tractors in teaching farm
machinery repair .

The entire course in farm machinery has been inade-

quately treated.

4.

The teaching of care and upkeep of tools as well a·s modern

trends in carpentry should also be included in the shop program.

A SUGGESTED COURSE OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER.ING

The jobs contained in this suggested program are based on the fact
that the agriculture class period is 120 minutes for VA I, and 60 minutes for VA II & III.

During this time the instructor has ample time

to outline each job step by step and make definite assignments to each
student or group of students.

They are to be accomplished over a period

of 3 years or such time as the instructor has planned in his long-time
program following in this order:

first the simple or smaller jobs to

acquaint the students with the work and then as the student advances
in classification, to the more complex or larger jobs.

In organizing a program in Agricultural Engineering, as in every
other type of organization, there is always a list of questions to be
answered.

One of the most connnon questions in this case is

11

What jobs

are most suitable to this type of farming ?11
Lattig (9) states that: "The relative importance of the jobs to be
taught in agricultural engineering depends quite largely upon the types
of

farming in the community, the same principle, of course, which

applies to selections of jobs in livestock and crop studies.
this difference, however.

There is

In many shop enterprises, such as care and

repair of hand tools, harness repair, blacksmithing and auto mechanics.,
the jobs are quite similar in all parts of the country.

Furthermore,

the tools used in doing these jobs are al.most identical in any two
districts.

In otherwords, each boy can profit by acquiring certain

skills in these enterprises provided he follows the vocation of farming.
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The instructor is then assured in the beginning that he will need to
teach his students to sharpen and repair hand tools, and to make wood
appliances, to do some blacksmithing, etc.

His problem resolves it-

self into selecting the kind of jobs in which these skills will be
used.

He should realize at the outset that much of the work deals

with overhauling and construction. 11
Farm Machinery Repairs
I - Objectives:
1~

To develop ability to make simple repairs on farm machinery

2.

To obtain increased knowledge of farm machinery

3. To do needed jobs in connection with farmers study
4. To develop ability to appreciate the importance of farm
machinery

5. To develop the ability to evaluate quality, use, and cost of
farm machinery
II - Activities:
1.

Learn how to adjust and repair farm machinery

2.

Acquire ability to dismantle and assemble farm machinery

3. Learn how to prepare farm machinery for winter storage

4.

Learn how to select, construct, use, and repair labor-saving
equipment

5. Learn the advantages of painting machinery
60

Caring for adjusting, and repairing:
a. Stalk cutters
b. Walking plows
Co
Tractor drawn plows
d. Stationery machinery and engines
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Farm Carpent:ry
I - Objectives:
1.

To develop an appreciation for carpentry.

2.

To select tools for farm workshop.

3. To read blue prints of farm projects.

4. To construct a small frame building.
5. · To use the framing square.

6. To figure a bill of material.
II - Activities

1.

Determine the importance of carpentry

2.

Learn how to select farm tools

3. Study the factors to consider in purchasing lumber.

4. Use the framing square
5. Learn the meaning of the terms: seat cut, span, rise, run,
plumb cut, pitch

6.

Learn types of roofs

7.

Construct small .fram building

8.

Lay out foundation

9.

Build foundation form.

10.

Construct foundation

11.

Frame building

12.

Cut and set rafters

13.

Side building

14. Cut and install steps
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Maintenance Work, such as:
1.

Repair and replace locks

2.

Repair valleys, gutters, downspouts

3.

Make the following:
a.

Corn crib

b.

Brooder coop

c.

Hay- rack

d.

Potato crate

e.

Farm gate

f.

Window and door frames

g.

Dry mash hopper

h.

Stock shipping crate
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Farm Home Conveniences
I - Objectives

1.

To select farm plumbing equipment

2.

To develop an appreciation for home conveniences

3.

To repair plumbing fixtures

4.

To plan farm sewage disposal

5.

To plan a farm heating system

6.

To develop a desire for home improvement

II - Activities
1.

Determine the importance of farm plumbing

2.

Develop plans for a plumbing system

J.

Determine the equipment needed for simple plumbing jobs
on the fann

4.

Determine water requirement for a farm

5.

Learn the sources of water supply and types of systems

6.

Learn the means of water purification

7.

Calculate the cost of progressive farm water systan

8.

Plan a system of sewage disposal

9.

Become familiar with conmen methods of heating farm homes

10.

Repair faucets

11.

Clean out septic tanks

12.

Clean out drain pipes
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Welding
I - Objectives
l.

To appreciate the importance of arc and o:xy- acetylene
welding

2.

To select equipment for welding

J.

To set up OJ<Yacetylene welding equipnent

4. To use the proper safety precautions in welding
5.

To perfonn ordinary welding jobs on the farm

6.

To properly care for and maintain welding equipment

7.

To perform welding jobs in connection with the student's
farming program

II - Activities:
1.

Connect the oxygen regulator

2.

Attach the hose fittings

3.

Connect the acetylene regulator

4.

Connect the blowpipe

5.

Select the correct welding tip

6.

Light and adjust welding blowpipe

7. Adjust flame
8.

Select welding materials

9.

Prepare pieces to be welded

10.

Run bead with o.:xyacetylene and arc welders

11.

Attach cutting torch

12.

Select proper current and voltage for arc welder

13.

Select proper red for welding

14.

Adjust current

15.

Strike an arc and run a bead
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Concrete Work
I - Objectives
1.

To appreciate the values of concrete as a practical building
material well adapted for a great variety of farm construction needs.

2.

To select sand and gravel suitable for concrete mixtures.

3.

To estimate the quantities of cement and aggregate needed
for . a given job using such mixture.

4.

To build forms for ordinary concrete construction on the farm.

5.

To mix, pour, finish and cure concrete according to standard
recommendations.

6.

To use concrete for many purposes about the farm resulting
in greater convenience and efficiency.

7.

To perform the jobs needed in the student• s farming program.

II - Activities:
1.

Learn the essential qualities of good concrete.

2.

Secure equipment necessary for mixing and using concrete.

3. Estimate proper amounts and proportions for concrete work.
4.

Secure forms necessary for concrete work.

5. Finish concrete job.
6. Cure concrete.

7. ·Protect concrete in cold weather.
8.

Pour concrete walk.

9.

Pour concrete steps.

10.

Make concrete fence post.

11.

Pour concrete foundation footing for building.

12.

Make mortar for brick.

13.

Select and purchase proper ingredients for concrete.
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Painting and Refinishing
I - Objectives
1.

To appreciate the importance of using good paint on the farm.

2.

To mix and app]¥ paint.

3. To prepare surface for painting.

4. To appzy whitewash and calcimine.
5. To select the proper finish for refinishing furniture.
6.

To prepare the surface for finishing new wood or refinishing.

7. To apply the finish properly and to appreciate the importance.
8.

-

To repair mars and scratches on furniture.

II - Activities
1.

Select proper paints.

2.

Mix paints.

J.

Estimate materials for paints.

4.

Figuring paints.

5.

Selecting and cleaning brushes.

6. Preparing and priming a new surface.

7. Appzying paint.
8.

Remove old paint.

9. Repaint a piece of furniture, equipment, house.
10.

Select materials for whitewash.

ll.

Mix portions of whitewash and a pp]¥.

12.

Sele-ct surface for calcimining.

13.

Prepare surface for calcimining.

14. Apply calcimine.
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Glazing
I - Objectives

1.

To determine the importance of glazing.

2.

To prepare a sash for fitting and fastening the glass.

3.

To prepare putty.

4.

To use putty on glass windows.

II - Activities
1.

Measure glass.

2.

Cut glass.

3.

Appl,Y putty.,

4. Prepare a sash for fitting glass.
5.

Putting in glass for:
a.

Brooder house

b.

Fann House

c.

Community building

d.

Hen house

e.

Horse barn

f.

Dairy barn
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Sheet Metal Work

I - Objectives
1.

To appreciate the importance of sheet metal work .

2.

,To

select equipmmt for soldering.

3. To operate a blow torch and tin coppers .

4.

To prepare tin for soldering and to appzy solder.

5. To solder small and large holes and sweat on a patch.
6. To construct or repair projects in tin.
7.

To solder materials other than tin.

S.

To rivet sheet metal .

9.

To do the ordinary jobs needed in the student I s farming
program .

II - Activities
1.

Select soldering materials.

2.

Prepare zinc chloride flux.

3. Ligpt and adjust blow torch.

4.

Tin the soldering coppers .

5. Preparing tin for soldering.
6.

Apply soldering flux.

7. Apply solder .
S.

Sweat a patch .

9.

Solder holes.
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